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“Education may not be a miracle cure for all the ills of society, but
education is charged with the responsibility for equipping young
people with the knowledge and values they need to make their way
in the world … providing adolescents with a sense of meaning,
belonging and purpose in their lives as they enter the next state of
learning and life.”

Emeritus Professor Colin Power, The Power of Learning, 2015

“What caring looks like will be different for different ones of us.
Some of us may be called simply to pray. Others, to speak out
and seek to sway minds, as graciously and winsomely as possible.
Others still, to social or political action.”

Dr David Sandifer, Eternity, August, 2015

“The good news, then, is good news about the present as well as the past and the
future. Despite the secular claim that all real advances in the world are the result
of secular modernism, and despite the barrage of hostility launched against the
church by some new atheists, it remains the case that the church has, for two
millennia been in the forefront of education, medicine, and care of the poor. Real
and lasting change has happened. Lives have been transformed.”

Bishop N T Wright, Simply Good News, 2015

“Thank you for allowing your students to join us in the concert at
Parramatta Park on Saturday Night. The students were all exceedingly
well prepared, beautifully behaved, highly over excited and performed
extremely well … The Sydney Symphony is extremely thankful to have
such a wonderful relationship with the Redeemer school community and
appreciate all your support of our educational initiatives!”

Kim Waldock, Sydney Symphony, March, 2015
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Imagine! the future outcome
of a Redeemer education

Hope knows it needs help, and it thinks it knows where to find it.
—Baukham and Hart, Hope against Hope, 1999

Imagine! That’s not too hard to do at this time of year. Perhaps it’s imagining

a gift that you would really like to get for Christmas or a holiday at the beach

or Christmas dinner with all your extended family. You may not get what

you’ve imagined but, one thing’s for sure, nothing will happen this Christmas

holidays without imagination. Despite a recent headline that the final ratings

of The Block indicated ‘renovation fatigue’, the overall picture from years of

ratings suggests that we all like watching what people can do as they apply

their imagination to create a beautiful home out of a very ordinary building.

We’ve had our own version of The Block at School over the last couple of

years with renovation of our almost 100 year old buildings. There have been

new rooves, lots of paint, and renewed feature sandstone. With some

imagination in adaptive re-use for 21st century education using technology,

Reid has been transformed. And it was a delight for students to prepare for

tonight’s music, even on the hottest day, because Sargood Hall is now

air-conditioned, with the help of a Community Building Partnership grant of

$50,000 from the NSW government—supported by The Hon David Elliott.

And there are no ugly metal ducts hanging from the ceiling. With imagination,

it respects the grand heritage of Sargood.

And with the help of Dr Geoff Lee, Member for Parramatta, survey paint

marks on footpaths give us hope that a pedestrian bridge—in the imagination

of schools in our area for 17 years—will be built over Pennant Hills Road,

with benefits for both student safety and traffic flow.

All of these achievements are both conceived in and shaped by imagination.

So, like the Mazda ad says, imagination is both the vehicle and the fuel that

drives us into the future.

Last year on this occasion, I spoke about the fragile miracle of Justin and

Charles: twins born to members of staff, Marcus and Sarah. When preparing

for their birth, the reality was that it was hard to imagine them both alive. And

then, after months in intensive care, it was hard to imagine them both at

home. But they are now home and progressing towards goals that we all have

for our children. These twins became the concern of us all as we prayed. And,

with great thanks to doctors and nurses, we have seen God answer our

prayers!
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Now let’s all imagine, with hope, the future for Justin and Charles, who are

likely to finish their education in about 2035. As we imagine, let’s think about

the future for our own children—or, if you are currently a student, your own

future as you grow through a Redeemer education into adulthood.

Imagine! the privilege of 13 years of schooling at
Redeemer

Choosing a type of education means choosing the type of society one is

seeking to create for the future.
—Colin Power, A/Director for Education in UNESCO (1989–2000)

I think that children in this auditorium would not find it difficult to imagine

that they will complete 13 years of education at school. The McCrindle

Education Report 2015 says that Australians are now more educated than we

have ever been, with more than 50% aged 15–64 having a post-secondary

qualification. Going to Year 12 is so much part of our culture that we don’t

even think about it—although we might groan about it!

But I reckon that some parents in this room consciously imagine the benefits

of school for your child because, where you come from, a full school

education for all is still a dream. A 2015 UNESCO report on Education for All

states:

There are still 58 million children out of school globally and around

100 million children who do not complete primary education … A

high and growing proportion of out-of-school children live in conflict

zones … poor quality of learning still has millions of children leaving

school without basic skills.

So when we imagine on a world scale, 13 years at school is a privilege! But it is

more than just being in a seat at school. Another UNESCO report says that

education must be based on four pillars: learning to know; learning to do;

learning to live together; and learning to be.

When you enrol at Redeemer, you expect quality in learning opportunities in

the context of a faith-based community. In Australia, schools were originally

established by churches. And in recent years, an increasing percentage of

parents enrol their children in non-government schools with a Christian

foundation. At Redeemer, we believe that ‘developmental tasks and

educational goals … are very much dependent on the way of life of the

community in which education and learning take place’ (The Power of

Education, 2015). Our vision as a Christian community is that a Christian

worldview in education—embedded in relationships and throughout the

curriculum—will provide deep roots for children to flourish in their learning.

22
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Learning to know & learning to do

So let’s review outcomes in those four pillars of learning at Redeemer. I have

now received certificates from the NSW Minister for Education, following the

inspection in August, which renews the maximum five years Registration. We

have also just received indication from ASQA that The Hills Regional Skills

Centre has been given the maximum seven years re-accreditation for

vocational training. I have also received this email from ACARA:

Based on My School data, your school has been identified as demon-

strating above average NAPLAN gain compared to schools with similar

students. This gain is deemed to be statistically significant and worthy

of highlighting and acknowledgement.

This year, Redeemer students have again won significant awards: 2nd place at

Intel ISEF in USA; national 1st and 2nd prizes in the Dorothea Mackellar

Poetry Awards; a NSW gold award in BOSTES WriteOn; and silver and

bronze medals in CIS swimming and athletics. And all our 2014 HSC

students were offered enrolment at university or in a direct pathway to

university.

I am confident that the academic quality of schooling at Redeemer into the

future remains at a high level. Indeed, many Redeemer students will exceed

our expectations.

Learning to live together & learning to be

Jean Vanier—a Canadian theologian who founded L’Arche communities in

35 countries, where people with and without intellectual disabilities live and

work together as peers—was awarded the 2015 Templeton Prize for discov-

ering that people need each other to learn what it means to be human. In his

acceptance speech, Vanier said:

Jesus came to teach us not just to do things for people, but to be with

them … Community is a place of togetherness in spite of differences …

revealing a way to peace and to unity for the human family.

2015 has been a difficult year for the human family in Sydney. We learnt more

about the Malaysian Airlines crash that killed 38 Australians after being hit by

a Russian-made missile. We have been reminded about Martin Place

following the tragic event in Parramatta at police headquarters, and more

recent terrorist attacks in Paris. All of our students study History to Year 12.

Throughout history, unity in the human family has been threatened by dark

imaginations of a few who gather ignorant or disaffected followers to support

their cause. There has been concern in some schools in Sydney—including

23
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prestigious schools—because young people have been drawn into joining a

foreign-based culture of death.

Our Redeemer school community includes about 40 different national back-

grounds, a number of religious backgrounds, and students with particular

needs. We believe that every person is made in the image of God by our loving

heavenly Father. And we follow the command of Jesus to love our neighbours.

That is the basis for unity every day at Redeemer.

In addition to sharing community life at School, Redeemer students have

intensive opportunities to learn—through our camping program—that it is

good to live together in unity. I received this email from Adventist Alpine

Village where Years 9–10 stayed on their way to Mount Kosciuszko:

We had a GREAT time with your group; the BEST group we’ve ever

had. Real sense of community. You have the students walking the right

path. Praise God. Students were fantastic! Great to talk to, laugh with,

and always happy to contribute.

At the end of schooling at Redeemer, the father of one of our Year 12 students

wrote this.

Throughout the years, I was extremely impressed by the spirit, care,

sharing, responsibility, positive thinking and quality education that Re-

deemer has offered—guiding young kids towards the right when life is

surely most confusing. None of this could have been achieved without

dedication, hard work and strong leadership. I’m very grateful that my

daughter has had the opportunity to be in Redeemer for the most impor-

tant stage of her life.

Another matriculating Year 12 student spoke of how she ‘learnt to be’ in her

final Chapel service:

It’s unbelievable to look back now and see how much I have changed. I

want to give students advice: teachers in this School only want to help

you, so we have a gift that should not be taken for granted. We have a

different school. Don’t throw this advantage out the window. Don’t

waste your life.

‘God is our refuge and strength, always ready to help in times of trouble.

So we will not fear when earthquakes come and the mountains crumble

into the sea.’ I read this verse during my Trials and thought that we will

not fear the HSC or the day when our marks come out because I know

that if it’s a mark I didn’t expect—higher or lower—God will help me

because He has already helped me get this far. I reckon He can do so

much more not just for me but for everyone here as well.

24
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I am confident that Redeemer students have been given the opportunity to

discover community, and to know grace and peace within themselves,

through Jesus Christ.

Imagine! post-school education & vocation for a
Redeemer student

Ensuring that every child attains a baseline level of proficiency in read-

ing and mathematics will do more to create equal opportunities in a

digital world than can be achieved by expanding or subsidising access to

high-tech devices and services.
— Students, Computers and Learning: making the connection, OECD, October, 2015

I enjoy frequent contact with past students who talk about their studies and

careers. One student completed degrees in Health Science and Nursing,

practised as a nurse, and is now studying Medicine. Another student was

offered a six figure salary with an undergraduate Arts degree. Another runs a

successful Engineering firm. Another is engaged in a Sydney Juris Doctor

degree. How do we imagine post-school pathways for Redeemer students?

Massive youth unemployment & widespread talent shortage

Yong Zhao (University of Oregon) says that—unless there is a paradigm shift

in education towards creativity, entrepreneurship and global interactions—

the world is at risk of massive youth unemployment and talent shortage (April,

2015). Consider these statistics:

• Worldwide, almost 300 million 15–24 year olds are not working.

• 27% of Australians aged 17–24 are not in full-time study or work.

• Nearly 50% of graduates in USA are in jobs that do not require a degree.

• Estimated shortfall of 85 million skilled workers by 2020.

In the last 15 years, we have all witnessed the revolution from exponential

technological change. Never before in history has such a large portion of

humanity changed everyday habits and tools in such a short time. Every

school must continually reformulate its response to these changes if their

students are not to add to Yong Zhao’s dismal statistics. According to the

OECD, ‘students unable to navigate through a complex digital landscape will

no longer be able to participate fully in the economic, social and cultural life

around them’.

Australian statistics support Yong Zhao’s bleak analysis:

• Due to digital disruption, 44% of jobs are at risk over the next 20 years.

25
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• 70% of young people will enter the labour market in jobs that will be lost

or automated.

• 75% of the fastest growing occupations require STEM (science,

technology, engineering and mathematics) but fewer Year 12 students

study STEM subjects.

• Only 16% of university students graduate in STEM (52% in Singapore).

• 50% of HSC students finish with no senior science (more students

studied science 15 years ago).

• Forecast increase in demand for ICT workers in Australia over the next

six years is 100,000. But if Australia is producing fewer ICT graduates,

where will they come from?

Educational & social harm from overuse of digital media

And yet—even in the light of these alarming statistics—there is also research

that cautions teachers, parents and students about harm caused by overuse of

digital media:

• Heavy screen use causes obesity, ocular health problems and sleep

disruption. 75% of students exceed the recommended two-hour daily

limit (Murdoch University).

• Australian children are among the youngest users of internet in the

world. But using these devices in the evening makes them wired and

tired (University of Newcastle).

• Students who use computers very frequently at school do a lot worse in

most learning outcomes (OECD, October, 2015).

• Students who spend more than six hours online per weekday outside of

school feel lonely at school, arrive late for school, or skip days of school

(OECD, October, 2015).

• In countries where it is common for students to use Internet at school,

students’ performance in reading declined between 2000 and 2012

(PISA, 2012).

• Banning mobile phones at school is equivalent to an additional hour of

learning a week, or five school days each year (University of Texas).

It is hard to imagine how digital disruption may impact education over the

next 20 years. But, even so, humans will still be social beings who need human

engagement in teacher-student interaction if they are to build conceptual

understanding and higher-order thinking.

26
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Creativity, entrepreneurship and global interactions

Professor Shirley Alexander (UTS) has said that ‘only the brave or foolhardy

would claim knowledge about the shape of jobs for the next decade, let alone

the rest of the 21st century’. Even so, how is Redeemer providing our students

with 21st century skills like creativity, entrepreneurship and global

interactions—in addition to proficiency in the perpetually necessary

disciplines of reading and mathematics?

A culture of science and technology is fostered at Redeemer by enthusiastic

staff with personal experience in gaining recognition for applying research. In

2015, the citation for Stuart Garth’s award of a Fellowship by the Australian

College of Educators said:

Stuart Garth has made an outstanding contribution to pedagogy that

promotes student engagement in scientific investigations both as a

classroom teacher and through his contribution to the Science

Teachers’ Association of NSW (STANSW) Young Scientist Awards. In-

defatigable enthusiasm and excellence have marked Stuart’s contribu-

tions to his students and his colleagues in his promotion of school

cultures encouraging original scientific research.

Unlike the trend away from science subjects for HSC students in NSW, at

Redeemer:

• 91% of 2015 Redeemer HSC students studied a senior science subject.

• Redeemer students have been national finalists in BHP Billiton Science

& Engineering Awards and have won STANSW Young Scientist awards

from Kindergarten to Year 12 each year for more than a decade.

• Since 1999, 12 Redeemer students have represented Australia at Intel

ISEF, and James Poyitt will represent Australia in 2016.

Preparation for employment through vocational subjects is also popular at

Redeemer. In 2015, 54% of Year 10 students engaged in Business and/or

Information Technology. An Australian Education Council paper, Preparing

Secondary Students for Work, states that ‘career education, work exploration

and work-related curriculum are vital’. Spontaneous comments from

employers following work placements of Redeemer students demonstrate

work-ready skills being provided at school, like this email that I received:

I have been taking students for years and this Redeemer student is the

most outstanding student I have had. She was polite, confident and ex-

tremely efficient. She undertook a wide variety of tasks with enthusiasm

and her standard of work was much greater than our expectations. She

fitted in extremely well and showed great flexibility. I would like to ac-

27
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knowledge to her and her school our thoughts that they should be very

proud of such a mature and hardworking student.

This year, I led a team to Boston for the Harvard Graduate School of

Education course Learning Environments for Tomorrow. At the end of the

course, we presented an idea for our School masterplan. Following our

presentation, we were told to ‘treasure the culture of your school in future

design’. Dan Coleman (Executive Director of Learning Design) wrote: ‘How

deeply impressed I was by the things that you were saying about your school’.

I am confident that Redeemer students have opportunity to develop 21st

century skills involving science and digital technologies—with vocational

preparation—in the context of a core curriculum with high standards in

literacy, numeracy and historical awareness.

Imagine! a Redeemer student engaging in family &
community

Community service needs to be an integral part of the work of all

schools … To learn to care and to learn to share, learners need to be

given opportunities to do so, and in the process, find meaning and pur-

pose in their lives.
—Colin Power, A/Director for Education in UNESCO (1989–2000)

This year, Andrew Johnson—the first NSW Advocate for Children and Young

People—discovered in a large survey that NSW children and young people

hope to help make the world a better place, to be better educated, and to

achieve their goals. 60% are already involved in volunteering. I am glad to be

able to report that, through their schooling, 100% of Redeemer students will

be involved in volunteering—not just putting money into a good cause (which

is also worthwhile), but also personally helping those who are most needy.

Listen to these sobering statistics about human need from The Power of

Education (2015):

Each year, almost 11 million children die before their fifth birthday.

Diarrhoea kills 1.5 million young children each year, and over 210

million children and adults suffer from malaria. Most of the deaths and

suffering could have been prevented.

Dare to serve

Recently, our students participated in the inaugural Dare to Serve expo

organised by Bob Frisken (our Principal in 1981 when we began as the

Redeemer Annex of CCHS). Schools shared powerful stories of helping

others both in Australia and overseas. A highlight for us was Bob’s invitation

to Junior Savaiko (Year 8) to share the story of Redeemer’s 37 year history

28
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with his remote Barai tribe in PNG as we have helped with education, solar

lighting for classrooms, and mechanical slashers for maintaining their

airstrip. Junior said this about former Barai students who were given

secondary education at Redeemer:

My brothers not only received quality education but were also spiritually

influenced. After finishing their HSC in 2006, they returned to PNG

with a vision to help our tribe with the blessing of education. Redeemer

then paid for their tertiary education. In 2010, they graduated and be-

lieved that God had called them to teach in our remote village. Initially,

the government refused, saying that they were too highly qualified. For

at least six months, my brothers taught at the Itokama School without

being paid. Eventually, the education department employed them to

teach at Itokama.

They could have got a job in any of the prestigious schools in PNG but these

Barai Redeemer students chose to serve in their own village because that is

where the need was greatest.

Our recent Year 10 outback tour to help the people of Bourke through the

Full Gospel Family Fellowship was reported in a full column on page 2 of the

Western Herald. In addition to detailing what the students did in Bourke, the

article also said:

Bourke is not the only outback community supported by Redeemer Bap-

tist. For several years, Redeemer has been supporting the very remote

Canteen Creek Owairtilla community … providing education within a

supported family context in Sydney for some senior secondary students

… Redeemer was acknowledged in the Parliament when it rebuilt the

remote Muli Muli church near Woodenbong … Redeemer teaches its

students to have eyes open and hearts ready to give!

In January this year, Redeemer alumni ran a week-long holiday camp for

about 80 high schoolers, to impart hope and purpose through life in Christ. In

July this year, I led a team of staff and past students to assist another

life-saving medical mission for the Barai. When they were in America for Intel

ISEF, Stuart and Firth Garth visited one of our former students who now

contributes to the ministry of the Los Angeles Dream Centre—a church that is

involved in street mission to assist the homeless and poor in that city.

Religious liberty

In this year’s Acton Lecture on Religious Liberty, Archbishop Anthony Fisher

imagines Australia in 2025 if a plebiscite approves a redefinition of marriage.

He itemises, with detailed reference to events in other countries, the loss of

religious liberty in every sphere of life for Christians and others who would not

29
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bow to the new definition of marriage. Then, in his conclusion, Fisher

encourages Australians ‘to embrace the mission of not only rebuilding the

nation’s physical infrastructure but also renewing its spiritual capital so that it

might be visionary, principled and practical, with a right reverence for God

and people’.

There are proper limits to what we might imagine for the future of Redeemer

students. For millennia, the Judeo-Christian tradition has called these limits

‘commandments’; ten simple instructions given by God to preserve the

sanctity of life, marriage, family and society. A generation ago, Francis

Schaeffer—an American missionary in Switzerland—spoke of moral

absolutes revealed in the Bible that never change. For example, if a father

imagines life with a woman other than his wife, he destroys his family. If we

imagine life against God’s design revealed in words that never change, we

destroy our own lives and damage our society.

Earlier this year I received this email from a past student:

I trust that the school keeps faithful to its mission. I pray that students

will continue to encounter the Lord. I pray that many continue to dis-

cover his vocation for them: to live for others in faith, hope and love;

and to speak and live this faith, hope and love in a world that is in des-

perate need. I hope many will be challenged to live a life gripped by

God’s call, just as I and many others were as students at Redeemer.

I pray that the Christian worldview in education at Redeemer will remain

strong, regardless of changes in societal norms or law, so that Redeemer

students have a solid foundation to imagine a good life—selflessly serving

others and faithfully loving their families—directed by God’s words recorded

in the Bible and brought to life by the indwelling Holy Spirit.

The fruit of imagination at Redeemer in 2015

Albert Einstein wrote this to a friend: ‘The gift of imagination has meant more

to me than any talent for absorbing absolute knowledge.’ This year, Redeemer

students, given freedom to imagine within the discipline of learning, have

again risen to significant achievements.

Intel ISEF (International Science & Engineering Fair)

• Alexandra Garth won 2nd in the world from the American Psychological

Society in Pittsburgh for her project Stay Tuned! Comparing the Effects

of Long and Short-Term Auditory Stimulation for Increasing the

Sensitivity of a Person’s Hearing.

30
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STANSW Young Scientist Awards

• James Poyitt won Models & Inventions, Years 10–12; he is also an Intel

ISEF finalist.

• Jared Arnold won equal 1st in Scientific Investigation, Years K–2.

• Georgina Garth, 3rd place, Earth & Environmental, Years 10–12.

• Adarsha Parajuli, 3rd place, Chemistry, Years 10–12.

• Msgana Akele & Chelsea Karvon, 3rd place, NMI Measurement Award,

Years 10–12.

• Sudesh Tunga & Ed Kudaya-More, 3rd place, and Lachlan Bolton,

Michael Galatoula & Harry Gribilas, Highly Commended, Models &

Inventions, Years 10–12.

BHP Billiton Science and Engineering Awards

• Alexandra Garth, Benjamin Gibson and Chanum Torres were national

finalists.

• Lachlan Bolton and Georgina Garth are 2016 national finalists.

Dorothea Mackellar Poetry Awards

• Evan Feng won the AL secondary category.

• Chris Lamboa, 2nd in Australia, senior secondary.

• Dawit Abebe, Katherine Allen, Jediael Anonuevo, Anthony Bolton, Evan

Feng, Haoren Guan, Eugene Kim and Shawn Rajaratnam were Highly

Commended.

• Mert Akgun, Daniel Aras, Betselot Asrat, Tania Bolluk, Lachlan Bolton,

Ruth Burns, Dilara Dinkciler, Joyce Eweda, Nathan Fahd, Kaitlyn

Gibson, Anthony Guirguis, Jessica Kulasuriya, Darren Li, Christopher

Morozoff, Tirza Rambitan and Rowin Wanigaratne were Commended.

• Redeemer Baptist School was awarded a Commendation.

NSW Board of Studies, Teaching & Educational Standards WriteOn
Competition

• Emmanouel Voudouris won a gold award.

University of NSW ICAS Medal in English

• Miriam Poyitt with a perfect score.
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History Mastermind

• Adam Gibson, Pariselle Hughes, Suzanne Jones, Miriam Poyitt & Aryan

Sehgal, 2nd place, Year 8.

• Huzayfah Choudhury, Anthony Guirguis, Ali Jiwani & Jackson Turner,

3rd place, Year 7.

AusSIP Employability Award

• Msgana Akele, Bethany Poyitt, Shalom Olegasegarem and Samuel Suresh

(Business).

• Catherine Cannon and Krystina Jones (Hospitality).

Lions Voice of Youth Public Speaking Competition

• Pariselle Hughes, 2nd place.

Premier’s Reading Challenge

• Mary-Anne Poyitt received a PRC medal.

Western Sydney University School of Science & Health Dean’s Medal,
Dean’s Merit List in Bachelor of Science—Pathway to Teaching
(Secondary), and Givaudan Award for Excellence in Product
Development (Food & Nutrition)

• Awarded to alumnus Emma Poyitt.

The University of Sydney Dean’s Merit List, Bachelor of Design in
Architecture

• Awarded to alumnus Matthew Bolton.

Western Sydney University School of Humanities and Communication
Arts Dean’s Merit List

• Awarded to alumni Judson Bailey and John Poyitt.

Australian College of Educators Fellowship

• Awarded to Stuart Garth (encouraging original scientific research).

Australian College of Educators World Teachers’ Day Awards

• Awarded to Hannah Regan and Joanna Ridley.

Many students achieved excellence individually and in teams in inter-school

competition and assessment.

Sport team championships

• SWISSA intermediate boys Oztag with Michael Galatoula as captain.

• SWISSA senior girls volleyball with Alexandra Garth as captain and

junior girls volleyball with Priyanka BC as captain.
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• SWISSA girls basketball cup with Alexandra Garth as captain.

• SWISSA junior and intermediate girls tennis doubles with Caitlyn

Lievano & Miriam Poyitt, and Mary-Anne Poyitt & Rachael Jones.

• SWISSA senior boys cricket with Samuel Suresh as captain and junior

boys cricket with Junior Savaiko as captain.

• SWISSA senior girls softball with Shalom Olegasegarem as captain and

junior girls softball with Carla Zammit as captain.

• ASISSA boys super 6 Oztag with Edward Garth as captain.

• ASISSA girls T-ball with Evelyn Poyitt as captain.

• ETDTA North West Primary Schools Challenge tennis champions with

Christos Gribilas, Thomas Portelli, Julian Topalovic & Edward Garth

winning their divisions.

• Nepean Western Zone open girls softball with Shalom Olegasegarem as

captain.

Swimming, Athletics and Cross Country

• SWISSA swimming carnival: Marina Yuan, Galen Yuan, Andrea Burns,

Alexandra Garth, Martyn Poyitt, Bridget Laverty and William Garth were

age champions and Redeemer was the champion school.

• ASISSA Swimming Carnival: David Kang was 10 years boys champion.

• SWISSA cross country: Caleb Tumai, Bridget Laverty, Patricia Lamboa,

Lachlan Bolton, Chelsea Karvon, Priyanka BC, Carla Zammit, Marcus

Portelli, Panialeise Hughes, Aryan Sehgal & Adithya Prakash were age

champions and Redeemer was the champion school.

• SWISSA athletics carnival: Caleb Tumai, Bridget Laverty, Martyn Poyitt,

Patricia Lamboa, Lachlan Bolton, Gabrielle Jones, Andrea Burns,

Anthony Bolton and Caitlyn Lievano were age champions and Redeemer

was the champion school.

Association of Independent Co-Educational Schools (AICES) Sport

• Callum Bailey, Chris Lamboa & Caleb Tumai were selected to represent

SWISSA in soccer.

• Marina Yuan was 12 years girls swimming age champion.

• Galen Yuan was 12 years boys swimming age champion.

• Caleb Tumai was open boys athletics age champion.

• Redeemer won the AICES athletics carnival.
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CIS (Combined Independent Schools) Sport

• Galen Yuan won silver medals in 50m freestyle and 200m individual

medley (CIS).

• Marina Yuan represented AICES at CIS swimming (secondary).

• David Kang represented ASISSA at CIS swimming (primary).

• Caleb Tumai & Junior Savaiko won bronze in javelin at CIS athletics

(secondary).

• Callum Bailey, Krystina Jones, Chris Lamboa and Jerry Luo represented

AICES at CIS athletics (secondary).

• Tolga Akdeniz, Jeri Akele, Gregory Burns, Jordan Ebert, Salote Fiefia,

Kayley Garth, Octavio Gesto, David Kang, Sonia Khan, Joel Maxwell,

Konstantina Ofidis, Evelyn Poyitt and Ethan Tjhin represented ASISSA

at CIS athletics (primary).

• Adrian Burns, Victoria Garth and David Kang represented ASISSA at

CIS cross country (primary).

• Nidhi Kukunooru represented ASISSA in netball.

Tertiary success

• In 2014, 100% of our HSC cohort were offered enrolment in or

pathway to university.

National Assessment Program—Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN)

• Redeemer student averages were above national and state averages in

every school Year in all domains tested.

Competitions: English, Mathematics, Science and Computers conducted
by the University of NSW; Mathematics conducted by the Australian
Mathematics Trust; Australian Geography conducted by the Royal
Geographical Society of Queensland; Assessment of Language
Competence (German) conducted by ACER

• 19 High Distinctions: Huzayfah Choudhury, Tristan Forrester, Georgina

Garth, Richard Garth, Madhavan Jayaraman, Daniel Khaziran, Ed

Kudaya-More, Megan Ongley, James Poyitt and Samuel Suresh

(Geography); Daniel Ouyang (Science); Nidhi Kukunooru (Computers);

Richard Garth (2), Harry Gribilas, Shanella Kang, Mary-Anne Poyitt,

Gloria Tai and Aletheia Yosaveira (Mathematics); Miriam Poyitt (English).

• 77 distinctions and 187 credits.

Many students starred in excellent productions, including: Kindergarten’s

The Great Treasure Hunt; the Preparatory School’s Don’t Waste Your Life;

the Junior Drama Club’s A Christmas Carol; and the Senior Drama Club’s
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The Princess and the Goblin. The Middle School Choir communicated the

Easter message with the ‘Schools in Harmony’ concerts at Martin Place.

Redeemer’s staff and facilities continue to be a resource called on by: Sydney

Symphony Orchestra, to produce education kits for schools programs and

Sargood Hall for professional development; Sydney Chamber Choir, with its

Six Times Three classical concert for schools and the public performed in

Sargood Hall; BOSTES, responding to the Australian Curriculum; Teachers

Christian Fellowship, with its seminar on registration in the N F Cannon

Library; and Australian College of Educators, with the e-assessment Forum in

Sargood Hall.

The Redeemer school community continues to reach out to other

communities in need as we teach our students—by involvement—the

importance of both perceiving the needs of others and, if possible, meeting

those needs personally.

Redeemer’s Outreach in 2015

• Principal, Jonathan Cannon—with staff and past students—assisted a

medical mission led by A/Prof Alice Lee in the PNG Barai tribe.

• Year 10 students raised $23,142.67 in their Gala Day program to assist

remote Indigenous youth from Canteen Creek NT and Bourke NSW.

They purchased and installed an architectural black tubular metal fence

for the Bourke Full Gospel Family Fellowship.

• A School family purchased a mechanical slasher to assist the Barai tribe

to maintain their airstrip; School families contributed clothing to help

literacy work through the Barai Non-formal Education Association.

• The Preparatory School welcomed a visit from a Westpac Life Saver

Rescue Helicopter accompanied by surf lifesaving Ironman, Ky Hurst.

• School staff and past students led music worship at a National Marriage

Week rally led by Rev the Hon Fred Nile in Martin Place.

• School staff and students led a marching band for the Auburn

Sub-branch Turkish Chapter in the ANZAC Day March in Sydney.

• Sharing with Ugandan rock star Exodus from the Irene Gleeson

Foundation in Sargood Hall—this event was brought to us by Rick

George of the Bible Society.

• The Korean Traditional Music Orchestra of the Blind performed in

Sargood Hall and shared the story of Dr Sun-Tae Kim and the Seoul

Siloam Eye Hospital.

• The integration of Garfield Barwick School hearing impaired students.
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• Redeemer continued to partner with Australian Literacy and Numeracy

Foundation (ALNF) to qualify Indigenous workers with a Cert IV in

Early Language and Literacy.

• Mitchell Youth Leadership Forum was supported by Redeemer with

transport and pastoral leadership.

• Contributed speakers to the Refresh Summer Camp and hosted a

reunion.

• Redeemer hosted Indigenous staff and students from Owairtilla School,

Canteen Creek.

• Dr Trevor and Heather Smith from the Leprosy Mission, Chang Mai

Thailand, spoke to students and staff in Sargood Hall.

• International school relationships were maintained through visits with:

Itokama School in PNG; Community of Celebration in Pennsylvania;

Maple Ridge Community, Maple Ridge School and Mount Academy in

New York State; The People of Hope Community and Koinonia

Academy in New Jersey; Spring Valley Community in Pennsylvania; and

past student Kyle Morris at Dream Centre church in California.

• The Principal attended the funeral of Pastor Lola Bundock in the remote

Aboriginal Muli Muli community, northern NSW.

NSW Parliament Hansard

Dr Geoff Lee, the Member for Parramatta, gave this speech in Parliament on

12th November with regard to the humanitarian contributions of the

Redeemer Baptist School community:

I bring to the attention of the House Redeemer Baptist School’s contin-

ual dedication to humanitarian work and its strong educational and

pastoral care for the Parramatta community. As I have said before, un-

der the guidance and direction of principal Jonathan Cannon and

headmaster Russell Bailey and the work done by its great staff, Re-

deemer Baptist School is one of the area’s outstanding schools. The

school’s performance and leadership continues to be a community bea-

con. Redeemer Baptist School has extended its reach and has developed

genuine friendships with metropolitan and remote communities as they

engage in charitable fundraising towards providing personal assistance

for genuine needs.

For the past three years, Redeemer students have contributed to school-

ing expenses for students travelling from the very remote Canteen Creek

Aboriginal community to Redeemer Baptist for their senior studies be-

cause there is no senior school within hundreds of kilometres of their
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desert home in the Northern Territory. In the process, Redeemer stu-

dents are forming long-term friendships with young people from entirely

different cultural backgrounds as they share study, sport and a Chris-

tian world view of education. In addition, this year Redeemer students

raised sufficient funds to support the Bourke community through Pastor

George Mann and the Bourke Full Gospel Family Fellowship. This

Bourke church helps both drought-affected farmers and needy Indige-

nous communities.

In response to a request from Bourke, Redeemer students purchased an

attractive black tubular metal security fence to replace the uninviting

cyclone and barbed wire that surrounded the church building. They

travelled to Bourke a couple of weeks ago to install the fence and to

share with the locals. Redeemer students led Sunday worship in Bourke

and then travelled to Gundabooka National Park for an enriching cul-

tural experience as Bourke Aboriginal elder and park ranger Phil

Sullivan shared a thought-provoking reflection while they were viewing

some ancient Indigenous cave paintings. At the end of their time in

Bourke, the students provided a food donation to benefit a poor, remote

community who had recently sought assistance from the Bourke Full

Gospel church.

In recent years, Redeemer students have forged other significant friend-

ships through rebuilding a church in the remote northern New South

Wales Muli Muli Aboriginal community and through providing equip-

ment for a youth camping program which had been gutted by the 2009

fires affecting Marysville in Victoria. Redeemer students have also sup-

ported their peers in a remote subsistence village in Papua New Guinea,

providing solar power and lighting for the Itokama Primary School and

a mechanical slasher to maintain their village airstrip.

All of this is in the context of excellent Redeemer Baptist student aca-

demic achievements including, this year, a world second prize from the

American Psychological Society at the Intel International Science and

Engineering Fair in Pittsburgh; two more national prizes in the

Dorothea Mackellar Poetry Awards; another gold award in the Board of

Studies Teaching and Educational Standards WriteOn competition; a

University of NSW medal in the International Competitions and As-

sessments for Schools English competition; another prize in the Lions

Voice of Youth Public Speaking Competition in my electorate; more sil-

ver and bronze medals in the NSW Combined Independent Schools

swimming and athletics carnivals; and another Western Sydney Uni-

versity Dean's Medal for a Redeemer Baptist alumnus.
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Redeemer Baptist community has much to be proud of—from its com-

mitment to the community to its strong academic performance. I con-

gratulate the students on winning a multitude of awards in science,

mathematics, writing, public speaking and sport, and the Redeemer

alumni on receiving a number of Dean’s commendations and a medal

from a number of metropolitan universities. I commend Redeemer’s on-

going vision for inspiring their students not only to achieve personally

and academically but also for engaging students to look beyond them-

selves as they find ways to provide practical support and forge friend-

ships with their peers in diverse communities. I am sure everybody in

this House will join me in expressing their strong support and admira-

tion for Redeemer Baptist School.

Imagine! eternal outcomes for Redeemer students

Most assuredly, I say to you, he who believes in Me has everlasting life.
—Jesus, recorded in the Gospel of John

I began by inviting you to imagine twenty years into the educational future for

our one year old twins, Justin and Charles. It’s hard to imagine that far ahead.

By then, I trust, I won’t be the one delivering this address on this podium and

some of my friends behind me will have resolved the troubles of this world—

fully alive in close fellowship with Jesus Christ Himself!

And that is my point. It is important to imagine making best use of 13 years of

school. It is important to imagine how school can prepare our young twins for

post-school life as workers in a world revolutionised by technology. It is

important to imagine how school can inspire human virtues of faithful love for

family and sacrificial service. But our Christian worldview of education has

even more to offer than a good life in this good creation.

Just as it was difficult to imagine life for Justin and Charles with their poor

medical prognosis—and yet God granted us the miracle—even more so, it is

difficult to imagine the complete fullness of life totally immersed in the love of

God uninterrupted by sin or evil. That is the hope that drives all of the

teachers. Yes, we imagine that every day at Redeemer we make a difference so

that our students can stay strong in truth even when cultural trends dismiss

God’s directions for respecting life. Yes, we imagine that getting alongside

our students in community service will open hearts to respond personally to

suffering. This is all imaginable.

But what Jesus has done for us is almost unimaginable.

When Jesus rose from the dead, the Bible tells us, He was the firstborn among

many. So Jesus gives us opportunity to rise with a body like His resurrected

body forever. No sin. Just love. Real bodies in a real world where good is not
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threatened by evil for eternity. A continuation of the love of Jesus that we

know now, forever.

That’s the point of Christmas. That’s the point of our Christian worldview in
education. That is the hope that has driven so many Christians through
history to do so much good in the world. That hope is the anchor for our
souls. That is the hope I have for all of our students!

39

“Today there are countless problems undermining families, from divorce
and poverty to pornography and drugs. But these problems are only a
symptom of what ails us: the absence of community centred on God.”

Charles Moore, Plough, Winter, 2015

“Christian resurrection hope is radical faith in the God who
raised Jesus from death, thereby pledging himself to raise
also those who believe in Jesus.”

Baulkham & Hart, Hope against Hope, 1999
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“The power of the future to transform the present lies chiefly in the
capacity of God’s Spirit to capture our imagination and to open up
for us a new vision of God’s promise and the present which it
illuminates, thereby stimulating alternative ways of being in the
world in the present, living towards the future.”

Trevor Hart, Between the Image and the Word, 2013

“We can do a lot—starting by ensuring we have the right narrative
about schooling—one based on enveloping children to experience a
worthwhile life while they are children, to know what we value and
to equip students to live independently and participate in the life of
their community and the world, to learn to ‘give back’, to develop
respect for self and respect for others, and develop personal growth
readiness to be employable and self-sustaining.”

Professor John Hattie, AEL, Term 1, 2015

“Our true home is in heaven, where a loving Father is waiting for us.
This certainty is what gives a disciple of Christ such an inner
freedom on his or her earthly journey. Such freedom is ultimately
the greatest gift we can give our children.”

Dr Christiaan Alting von Geusau, Plough, Winter, 2015
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